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2019 Summer League Results:

Monday 19th August was the last shoot for the 

summer league, its been close yet again and 

without further a due…..

Rifle Bell

1st – Mitchell Beattie

2nd – Maurice Burnand

3rd – Pat Maloney

Pistol Biathlon

1st – Paul Clarke

2nd – Maurice Burnand

3rd – Pete Chesterton

Interclub Bell Target Match: Bagworth 2nd Leg

On Tuesday 2nd July, Bagworth hosted the return 

match against Redhill, To remind you all, Redhill 

were had a 23 point lead from the 1st leg.

The Format was 4 rounds of 6 shots, all counting 

towards the score. The night started of well & 

there was really nothing between either side after 

round 1 - Bagworth taking the lead by 1 point. 

Round 2 finished and we suddenly found 

ourselves 12 points down overall

Round 3 was another close round, Bagworth 

nipped us by 3 points, meaning going into the 

break for supper, we found ourselves 15points 

down, so we really had to step up and hit them 

bells in the last round so the pressure was on.

4th and final round.. again it was a fairly close

one, but again another round to Bagworth, this 

time by 4 points with help from Maurice getting a 

full house (30 points – 6 bells) well done Mo

Overall then when all scores were verified and 

totalled, Bagworth had beaten us quite 

considerably by 19 points.

However, I refer you to the 1st sentence, ref our 

points lead going into the match, so overall 

across both legs the final results have it as 

“Redhill Revolvers” winning by 4 points

Target Shooting Show: 

On November 16th & 17th 2019, Redhill will have a 

stand at the Target Shooting show at the NAEC 

Stoneleigh Park, Coventry to promote both the 

club and air gunning as a sport. 

2019 Annual Rifle Competition:

Ladies & Gentleman, My name is Paul Clarke and 

I am the advocate for the reigning, defending, 

undisputed, undefeated champion of the last 4 

years… Mitchell Beattie… ahem, that’s quite 

enough of that I think … This year’s shoot was 

held on Monday 16th September and as usual 

was 4 rounds of paper target, with the highest 

score winning and obviously a lot of people were

hoping to grab that top spot and put and end to 

the winning streak.  However it wasn’t meant to 

be and after all 4 rounds, there was a clear 

winner. Two people tied for 2nd spot and as we 

didn’t do a shoot off on the night as we wanted to 

verify scorecards again later, we used countback 

on the highest individual round to determine 

2nd/3rd places.  Final Results Below:

1st – Micthell Beattie – 192

2nd – Doug Bunney – 186 (highest individual 49)

3rd – Pat Maloney – 186 (highest individual 48)

Scoped HFT Possibility – Recently I sent out an 

email to gather an idea on numbers for a Scoped 

HFT shoot(s) at Lakeside. That’s for all the replies 

so far, it does seem to be popular so far, so watch 

this space for updates in the coming weeks whilst 

we try and work out the details
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We have decided to add a little feature to the newsletter where we 
will review a pistol with a small introduction and scoring for appearance, 

balance, weight, power, accuracy and cost. 

The second pistol to review is the Webley Nemesis (co2 version)

The Webley Nemesis was the first single stroke pneumatic produced by the company and 

went into production on the 15th November 1994 with a retail price of £69.95. It came in a 

black finish and for an extra £5 could be bought with a silver lustre finish. The Nemesis was 

a little down on power compared to its spring predecessors but boasted much greater 

accuracy and maintaining the traditional superb build quality. Today you can purchase a 

good second hand pistol for what it cost new back in 1994, with a mint boxed version being 

worth just over £100 mark. 

In 2018 Webley reintroduced the Nemesis but in another format - CO2 powered, a shock to 

the Webley enthusiasts who like myself were a little sceptical at first. It runs on a single 

12grm CO2 cylinder loaded into the front of the pistol below the barrel using a neat little 

spanner/key which is stored in the pistol grip enclosing a double magazine set further into 

the grip. Clever engineering and a good use of space. The sights are fibre optic and are 

adjustable for elevation and windage simply give the foresight a  light tap left to right for a 

little more extra tuning. The safety is manually operated and the triggers factory setting is 

spot on for pull and pressure. 

Expect to get around 40 shots per CO2 cylinder obviously variable depending on weather 

conditions and surprisingly, the Nemesis is extremely accurate. You also have the option of 

a multi shot mag or single shot tray, so the designers have covered all eventualities. 

To conclude the Nemesis is not a revamp of the old model but a totally new concept and 

one that works at a very affordable price RRP £129.99.

Weight.....................875grms Power.......................420ft/sec

Appearance...............4/5 Weight.......................4/5

Balance......................4/5 Power.........................5/5

Cost...........................5/5 Total.....22


